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ABSTRACT

Objective Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) accuracy is important
for diabetes diagnosis and estimation of overall glycemia.
The G6PD-Asahi variant which causes glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency has been
shown to lower HbA1c independently of glycemia in
African ancestry populations. As different G6PD variants
occur in Asian ancestry, we sought to identify Asian-
specific G6PD variants associated with HbA1c.
Research design and methods In eight Asian
population-based cohorts, we performed imputation on the
X chromosome using the 1000 Genomes reference panel
and tested for association with HbA1c (10 005 East Asians
and 2051 South Asians). Results were meta-analyzed
across studies. We compared the proportion of individuals
classified as having diabetes/pre-diabetes by fasting
glucose ≥100 mg/dL or HbA1c ≥5.7% units among carriers
and non-carriers of HbA1c-associated variants.
Results The strongest association was a missense variant
(G6PD-Canton, rs72554665, minor allele frequency=2.2%,
effect in men=−0.76% unit, 95% CI −0.88 to −0.64,
p=1.25×10−27, n=2844). Conditional analyses identified
a secondary distinct signal, missense variant (G6PD-
Kaiping, rs72554664, minor allele frequency=1.6%,
effect in men=−1.12 % unit, 95% CI −1.32 to −0.92,
p=3.12×10−15, pconditional_Canton=7.57×10−11). Adjusting for
glucose did not attenuate their effects. The proportion of
individuals with fasting glucose ≥100 mg/dL did not differ
by carrier status of G6PD-Canton (p=0.21). Whereas the
proportion of individuals with HbA1c ≥5.7% units was
lower in carriers (5%) compared with non-carriers of
G6PD-Canton (30%, p=0.03).
Conclusions We identified two G6PD variants in East
Asian men associated with non-glycemic lowering of
HbA1c. Carriers of these variants are more likely to be
underdiagnosed for diabetes or pre-diabetes than non-
carriers if screened by HbA1c without confirmation by
direct glucose measurements.

Introduction
Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), a biomarker that
reflects average glycemia over the previous 3
months,1 is routinely used to estimate glycemic
control in patients with diabetes, and more

Significance of this study
What is already known about this subject?
►► Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) accuracy is important for

diabetes classification and estimation of overall
glycemia.
►► A recent genome-
wide association study meta-
analysis of HbA1c identified an African-
specific,
missense variant in G6PD (Asahi rs1050828) that
lowered HbA1c in African-Americans independently
of glycemia. Carriers of this variant were likely to be
underdiagnosed for diabetes if HbA1c were used as
the sole diagnostic criterion.
►► G6PD variants are diverse globally and occur quite
commonly in Asia; yet, the effects of Asian-specific
G6PD variants on HbA1c remain unclear.

What are the new findings?
►► Through association analysis of the X chromo-

some with HbA1c in 12 056 Asians, we identified
associations of two distinct low-frequency variants
that lowered HbA1c independently of glycemia,
G6PD-Canton (rs72554665, effect in men=−0.76%
unit, 95% CI −0.88 to −0.64) and G6PD-Kaiping
(rs72554664, effect in men=−1.12% unit, 95% CI
−1.32 to −0.92).
►► Carriers of these Asian-specific G6PD variants are
more likely to be underdiagnosed for diabetes or
pre-diabetes than non-carriers if they are screened
by HbA1c without confirmation by direct glucose
measurements.

How might these results change the focus of
research or clinical practice?
►► The use of both fasting glucose and HbA1c in com-

bination for diabetes diagnosis is paramount when
screening ethnically diverse populations.

recently, diagnose diabetes.2 However, HbA1c
can also be influenced by non-
glycemic
factors, including genetic variants that affect
erythrocyte turnover.3 4 A number of genome-
wide association study (GWAS) meta-analyses
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have identified African-specific variants in G6PD that are
associated with HbA1c in African-American and Hispanic
individuals in the USA.3 5 6 One of these is a missense
variant (G6PD-Asahi, rs1050828, minor allele frequency
(MAF)=11% in African-Americans) that lowers HbA1c
by 0.81% (95% CI −0.96 to −0.66, −8.9 mmol/mol, 95%
CI −10.6 to −7.2, p=8.23×10−135),3 and causes glucose6-
phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD) deficiency, an X
linked disease characterized by hemolysis in response to
infections, and certain foods or drugs.7
G6PD deficiency is widespread across malaria-endemic
countries with a global prevalence of 4.9%.8 While sub-
Saharan African and the Arabian Peninsula have higher
prevalence estimates of the disease (up to 32.5%)
compared with Central and Southeast Asia (less than
20%), the majority of G6PD-deficient individuals reside
in Asia.9 Furthermore, the genetic diversity of G6PD
variants varies globally, exhibiting high heterogeneity in
Asia-Pacific regions.10 While several G6PD variants have
been reported to occur in Asia, their effects on HbA1c
and implications on the clinical utility of HbA1c remain
unclear. Notably, many Asian countries have adopted the
standard threshold of HbA1c ≥6.5% (48 mmol/mol) to
diagnose diabetes.2 11
We hypothesized that G6PD variants occurring in Asian
ancestry individuals affect the diagnostic accuracy of
HbA1c. To our knowledge, previous GWAS to identify
HbA1c-
associated genetic variants included relatively
smaller samples of Asian ancestry, and excluded analysis
of the X chromosome due to its non-diploid nature and
lack of analytical methods, limiting the discovery of Asian-
specific genetic variants. Here, to discover Asian-specific
G6PD variants, we performed imputation on the chromosome X (ChrX) with the 1000 Genomes reference panel
and tested the association of variants with HbA1c in eight
Asian studies.
Research design and methods
Cohort studies included in meta-analysis
We included genome-wide array data from the following
eight studies: Multi-
Ethnic Cohort (MEC), Singapore
Prospective Study Program (SP2), Living Biobank, Singapore Malay Eye Study (SiMES), the Singapore Chinese
Eye Study (SCES), Singapore Indian Eye Study (SINDI),
Singapore Chinese Health Study (SCHS-MI), and Beijing
Eye Study (BES, online supplementary table 1 and online
supplementary appendix).
Glycemic trait measurements and exclusion criteria
We excluded individuals with self-
reported physician-
diagnosed diabetes, use of diabetes medication, or undiagnosed diabetes (fasting glucose (FG) ≥126 mg/dL (7
mmol/L) or random glucose (RG) ≥200 mg/dL (11.1
mmol/L) or HbA1c ≥6.5% (48 mmol/mol) where available). FG was measured after an overnight 8–12 hours’
fast using enzymatic methods (ADVIA 2400; Bayer Diagnostics and Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics). HbA1c was
2

reported in National Glycohemoglobin Standardization
Program (NGSP) percent.
ChrX array genotype calling, quality control and imputation
We performed quality control (QC) on ChrX genotypes
within each array and only considered the samples that
passed autosomal QC. We performed reclustering and
genotype calling on the intensity files using GenomeStudio V.2.0. Variants on pseudoautosomal region (PAR)
were called from clusters generated by females and males.
Those on non-PAR were called from female-only generated clusters. We mapped variants to the hg19 reference
genome, forward stand, and excluded those that were
unmapped, had a call rate <0.95, or a Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium p value <10−6. We further excluded samples
with >5% missingness on ChrX or chromosome Y or if
the reported sex did not match the genetic sex.
A second round of variant QC was performed to ensure
that physical positions were matched to the 1000 Genomes
Phase 3 (1000G) reference panel,12 alleles were on the
forward strand, palindromic variants with MAF >0.4 were
excluded, and allele frequencies of Chinese and Indians
were within 0.2 from 1000G East Asians (EAS) and South
Asians (SAS), respectively, and Malays were within 0.3 from
1000G EAS (online supplementary table 2). The final set of
ChrX variants was prephased using SHAPEITv2.13 Heterozygous haploid variants in males were set as missing and
reimputed. The phased genotypes were then imputed
using Michigan Imputation Server14 with the full 1000G
Phase 3v5 as the reference panel.
Accuracy of ChrX data imputation
To maximize sample set by study, we prioritized samples
genotyped on the Illumina arrays. We evaluated the accuracy of imputation by checking the concordance in a
subset of samples with both imputed genotypes and exome
sequencing: SINDI (599 men and 518 women), SP2 (841
men and 1055 women) within the Type 2 Diabetes Genetic
Exploration by Next-generation sequencing in multi-Ethnic
Samples (T2D-
GENES) consortium,15 16 and the Living
Biobank (1228 men and 1220 women).17 The remaining
exomes not previously genotyped in T2D-GENES (Chinese:
156 men and 76 women; Indians: 229 men and 336 women)
were used for association with HbA1c. Generally, men had
higher concordance rate (>99%) than women (>97%) for
all overlapping variants (online supplementary table 3).
The imputed calls for the two most common G6PD mutations in Singapore,18 G6PD-Canton and G6PD-Kaiping,
were highly concordant with the exome calls, with >98.6%
and 100% concordance for Canton and Kaiping, respectively, in Living Biobank. In SP2, concordance with G6PD-
Canton was >98.1% across the Illumina 1M and 610 arrays.
Association tests and meta-analysis
We tested imputed ChrX variants for association with
HbA1c by study, in men and women separately. We
regressed trait values with age, age2 and the first three
principal components to obtain residuals. We then
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2020;8:e001091. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2019-001091
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regressed inverse-normalized residuals against the variants and incorporated empirical kinship matrices using
RVTESTS.19 We repeated all regression analyses with the
untransformed trait values to obtain effect size change.
To combine association results from sex-stratified analyses, we first excluded variants that were poorly imputed
(imputation Rsq <0.3), had a minor allele count (AC) <5
or association test SE >10 within sex-
stratified analyses.
We assumed that non-PAR variants in men were homozygous diploid when combining with women in an additive
model. Using METAL, we combined p values from inverse-
normalized trait values and weighted them by sample size.20
We combined effect sizes from untransformed traits using
inverse-
variance weights. Meta-
analyses were performed
within each ancestry (EAS: BES, Living Biobank, SCES,
SCHS-MI, SiMES, SP2, MEC; SAS: SINDI) in variants that
were present in two or more studies. To control for residual
population structure, genomic control (GC) was applied at
the study level and meta-analysis.
We used p value <5×10−8 in the sex-stratified or sex-
combined meta-analyses to declare genome-wide significance. Association results were visualized using regional
LocusZoom plots.21 QC and analysis workflows of the association and meta-analysis can be found in online supplementary figure 1. We used dbNSFP22 and the Variant
Effect Predictor23 to compile function predictions, gene
annotations (eg, coding, regulatory, upstream) and
consequences (eg, non-
sense, missense, intronic) to
annotate the variants.
To determine whether associations were independent
of glycemia, we performed association testing with (1)
FG/RG and (2) HbA1c adjusted for FG/RG where available, using both inverse-normalized traits and raw traits.
Implications of HbA1c-associated variants on undiagnosed
diabetes and pre-diabetes classification
To investigate the impact of HbA1c-associated variants on
undiagnosed diabetes and pre-diabetes classification, we
first excluded individuals with a prior diagnosis of diabetes
or medication use, and then compared the proportion
of individuals classified as having pre-diabetes or undiagnosed diabetes by FG across the genotype categories at
HbA1c-associated variants. Of the eight studies, only three
(SP2, MEC, Living Biobank) measured both HbA1c and
FG (n=2566). To classify impaired FG or undiagnosed
diabetes, we used the American Diabetes Association
(ADA) biochemical criteria of HbA1c ≥5.7% (39 mmol/
mol) or FG ≥100 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L),2 respectively. In
a sensitivity analysis, we used the WHO criteria of HbA1c
≥6.0% (42 mmol/mol) or FG ≥110 mg/dL (6.1 mmol/L).11
Results
Summary of association results on ChrX
We performed a meta-analysis of ChrX association with
HbA1c on 10 005 EAS and 2051 SAS from eight studies.
The GC inflation factors ranged from 0.965 to 1.069 in
men and from 0.894 to 1.327 in women (likely due to low
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2020;8:e001091. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2019-001091

sample size in one of the studies). After applying study-
level GC correction, GC inflation factors were less than
1.0 in sex-
stratified and sex-
combined meta-
analyses.
Thirty-
six variants, all located within 2.2 Mb around
G6PD, reached genome-wide significance in EAS men.
None reached genome-wide significance in EAS women
(online supplementary table 4 and online supplementary
figure 2). In EAS sex-combined meta-analysis, 35 of these
36 variants remained significant. In SAS, none reached
genome-wide significance.
Strongest association with HbA1c at G6PD-Canton in men
The lead variant in men, rs72554665, was a low-
frequency missense variant, G6PD-Canton (MAF=2.2%,
p=1.25×10−27) (table 1). This variant lowered HbA1c by
−0.76% (95% CI −0.88 to −0.64), 8.3 mmol/mol (95%
CI −9.6 to −7.0), and explained 6.9% of the variance in
men. In women, G6PD-Canton showed suggestive association (MAF=1.8%, p=1.40×10−7); each copy of the
minor allele lowered HbA1c by −0.39% (−4.3 mmol/
mol) and accounted for 1.0% of the variance. The lead
variant in women was an intergenic variant, rs148112010
(MAF=1.6%, p=5.36×10−8, table 1) which was in moderate
linkage disequilibrium (LD) with G6PD-Canton (r2=0.52
in 1000G EAS).
In the sex-
combined meta-
analysis, the lead variant
was at ChrX:153734352 (MAF=2.0%, p=1.71×10−30), with
evidence of heterogeneity between men and women
(phet=6.7×10−4) (table 1). This variant was in complete
LD (r2=1.00) with G6PD-Canton. Conditioning on G6PD-
Canton abolished its association (pconditional_Canton=0.86,
table 1). Direction of effect and strength of association of
G6PD-Canton were consistent across studies in both men
and women (online supplementary figure 3 and online
supplementary table 5).
Conditional analysis on G6PD-Canton identified a second
distinct signal: G6PD-Kaiping
To identify distinct signals at G6PD, we conditioned on
the strongest signal—G6PD-
Canton. At a Bonferroni
corrected threshold of 1.40×10–5 computed from 3576
variants in the 2.5 Mb region centered on G6PD-Canton,
11 variants remained significant in men (online supplementary table 6) and 10 in the sex-combined analyses.
In women, none was significant on conditioning on
G6PD-Canton.
The lead secondary signal in men and the sex-combined
analysis was rs190054725, an intronic variant on MPP1
and located 279 kb from G6PD-Canton (r2=0.0001,
MAFmen=0.9%, effectconditional_Canton=−1.33%, 95% CI −1.57
to −1.09, −14.5 mmol/mol, 95% CI −17.2 to −11.9,
p=7.29×10−13, pconditional_Canton=1.07×10−14, online supplementary figure 4). Joint conditional analyses on G6PD-Canton
and rs190054725 abolished all signals (pconditional>1.40×10−5).
Of the remaining 10 variants that remained significant in
the conditional analysis, one was a missense G6PD variant,
rs72554664, G6PD-Kaiping (MAFmen=1.6%, effectconditional_
=−1.12%, 95% CI −1.35 to −0.88, −12.2 mmol/mol, 95%
Canton
3
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Samples included in association analyses are type 2 diabetes free: no self-reported diabetes and not on diabetes medication use and (fasting glucose <126 mg/dL (7mmol/L) or random glucose <200
mg/dL (11.1mmol/L) where available) and HbA1c <6.5% (48 mmol/mol).
Three different lead variants were identified from association analysis in men only (G6PD-Canton/rs72554665), women only (rs148112010) and sex combined (ChrX:153734352). Associations of
rs148112010 and ChrX:153734352 with HbA1c disappeared upon conditioning on G6PD-Canton (rs72554665).
Effect allele frequency denotes sample size weighted allele frequency across all studies. P values are obtained from sample size weighted meta-analysis using derived inverse-normalized residuals of
HbA1c (%) after adjustment for age, age2 and first three principal components. Effect and SE shown are per allele effect for untransformed HbA1c trait values, assuming that males are homozygous
diploid in non-pseudoautosomal region. Phet refers to test of heterogeneity between men and women.
As hemizygous males were coded as '2' and males with no variant were coded as '0', the difference in HbA1c between hemizygous males and males with no variant is estimated to be two times the
beta effect estimate from regression models (ie, −0.38×2=−0.76)%.
Chr, chromosome; EA, effect allele; EAF, effect allele frequency; n, sample size; NEA, non-effect allele.
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a meta-analysis with exome sequence data did not reach
genome-wide significance (MAF=0.8%, effectmen=−0.62%,
95% CI −0.85 to −0.39, −6.8 mmol/mol, 95% CI −9.3 to
−4.3, p=3.44×10−6).
No association with glucose measurements at G6PD locus
Both G6PD-Canton and G6PD-Kaiping variants were not
associated with FG/RG (p>0.04; online supplementary
table 9). Effect estimates on HbA1c did not attenuate
on adjusting for FG/RG (online supplementary table
10), suggesting that these genetic effects were glucose
independent.

Figure 1 Distribution of HbA1c (%) by sex and G6PD
variant carrier status, and fasting glucose (mmol/L). (A)
Boxplot of HbA1c by sex and G6PD-Canton (rs72554665).
(B) Boxplot of HbA1c by sex and G6PD-Kaiping
(rs72554664). (C) Scatterplot of HbA1c and fasting glucose
among men by G6PD-Canton carrier status. (D) Scatterplot
of HbA1c and fasting glucose among women by G6PD-
Canton carrier status. HbA1c 3%=9 mmol/mol; 4%=20
mmol/mol; 5%=31 mmol/mol; 6%=42 mmol/mol; 7%=53
mmol/mol; 8%=64 mmol/mol. HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c.

CI −14.8 to −9.6, p=3.12×10−15, pconditional_Canton=7.57×10−11,
online supplementary figure 5), which was in moderate
LD with rs190054725 (r2=0.62). Neither association at
the two missense variants attenuated on reciprocal conditioning (r2=0, D′=1 in 1000G EAS). When conditioned on
both G6PD-Kaiping and G6PD-Canton, none of the variants
remained significant (p>0.1; online supplementary table
7).
Other G6PD variant associations with HbA1c
We extracted the association statistics from our meta-
analyses for all G6PD allelic variants reported in Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM).24 Only four
of these were polymorphic: G6PD-Canton, G6PD-
Kaiping, G6PD-RFLP (rs2230037), and G6PD-Viangchan
(rs137852327; online supplementary table 8). G6PD variants identified through previous GWAS were either monomorphic in our Asian individuals3 5 6 or not associated with
HbA1c (p>0.02).25 G6PD-Viangchan, a missense variant
reported in Cambodians, Thais, Laotians, and Malaysia’s
Malays,26 27 showed suggestive association with HbA1c in
SiMES Malay men (MAF=0.9%, effectmen=−0.64%, 95% CI
−0.92 to −0.36, −7.0 mmol/mol, 95% CI −10.1 to −3.9,
p=7.21×10−5). Due to a low imputation info score, G6PD-
Viangchan could not be confirmed in Living Biobank, and
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2020;8:e001091. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2019-001091

Relationship between HbA1c and FG by G6PD-Canton
genotypes
Compared with women, the difference in mean HbA1c
by G6PD-
Canton genotypes was more pronounced in
men (figure 1A,B and online supplementary table 11).
We generated scatterplots of HbA1c on FG. HbA1c
increased with FG in male non-carriers (Pearson’s r=0.37)
but not in carriers (Pearson’s r=−0.33, online supplementary tables 12 and 13, figure 1C,D). To determine
whether the genetic effect varied by FG, we performed
interaction analyses within men and women separately,
regressing HbA1c on FG, G6PD-Canton genotype, and
the interaction term, FG*G6PD-Canton. Genetic effects
differed by sex (p=3.32×10−5), indicating that the HbA1c-
lowering effect of G6PD-Canton increased with higher
FG. The relationship between HbA1c and FG did not
differ by genotype in women (p=0.29). Due to low allele
count (AC=13), similar analyses were not performed for
G6PD-Kaiping.
Proportion of pre-diabetes/undiagnosed diabetes by G6PDCanton genotype classes
In 2566 individuals with no prior diagnosis of diabetes
or medication use, and both HbA1c and FG measured,
738 men (69.0%) and 1035 women (69.1%) were
classified as having normoglycemia (FG <100 mg/
dL (5.6 mmol/L) and HbA1c <5.7% (39 mmol/
mol). The remaining had pre-
diabetes/undiagnosed
diabetes defined by FG ≥100 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L) or
HbA1c ≥5.7% (39 mmol/mol), ADA criteria). In men,
the proportion of FG-
defined pre-
diabetes/undiagnosed diabetes was similar between carriers and non-
carriers (p=0.21) but the proportion of HbA1c-defined
diabetes/undiagnosed diabetes was lower in carriers
(307 non-carriers (30%) and 1 carrier (5%), p=0.03;
figure 2A,B and online supplementary table 14). In
women, there were no significant differences (p>0.1)
(figure 2C,D and online supplementary table 14).
When using WHO criteria for pre-diabetes/diabetes,
none of the male carriers of G6PD-Canton were classified as having pre-diabetes/diabetes.
Discussion
While there have been extensive discovery efforts on
the genetics of HbA1c in European ancestry, recent
5
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Figure 2 Proportions of individuals by pre-diabetes/
diabetes status using American Diabetes Association (ADA)
guidelines for fasting glucose ≥100 mg/dL (5.6 mmol/L) and
HbA1c ≥5.7% (39 mmol/mol) in men and women separately.
(A) HbA1c thresholds in men. (B) Fasting glucose threshold
in men. (C) HbA1c thresholds in women. (D) Fasting glucose
threshold in women. P values are from Fisher’s exact test
comparing normoglycemia with pre-diabetes/undiagnosed
diabetes. FG, fasting glucose; HbA1c, hemoglobin A1c; T2D,
type 2 diabetes.

studies assessing the impact of genetics on the diagnostic accuracy of HbA1c in Asians are limited. Here,
we undertook a large-scale association analysis of variants on the X chromosome in 10 005 EAS and 2051
SAS from eight Asian studies to identify Asian-specific
G6PD variants associated with HbA1c. We identified
associations of two distinct low-frequency G6PD variants, G6PD-Canton and G6PD-Kaiping, which lowered
HbA1c independently of glycemia. Additionally, we
showed that diabetes or pre-diabetes would be underdiagnosed in carriers of these G6PD variants if screened
only by HbA1c without confirmation by direct glucose
measurements. These findings highlight the importance of genetic discovery efforts to uncover ancestry-
specific variants with direct clinical implications on
diagnostic tests which are routinely performed around
the world.
G6PD deficiency confers a relative resistance against
Plasmodium falciparum malaria.28 This balancing selection
pressure leads to the accumulation of G6PD alleles in
malaria-endemic countries. Howes et al used geostatistical
modeling to map the prevalence of G6PD deficiency in
6

malaria-endemic countries and showed that G6PD deficiency is spatially heterogenous across these countries.10
While occurring globally, most people with G6PD deficiency reside in Asia.9 G6PD-
Canton (MAF=2.2%) and
G6PD-Kaiping (MAF=1.6%) have been classified by WHO
as class II variants that are associated with severe acute
hemolysis due to low enzymatic activity (<10%). 29
By contrast, the common African-specific G6PD variant
(rs1050828, G6PD-Asahi, MAF=11%) has been classified by
WHO as a class III variant with partial enzymatic activity
(10%–60% enzymatic activity) that is generally only associated with intermittent hemolysis.29 Among these three
variants, G6PD-Kaiping has the lowest frequency and the
largest HbA1c-lowering effect. In Singapore, a country with
three major Asian ethnicities (Chinese, Malay and Indian),
we identified three distinct low-frequency G6PD variants
that differed in their effects on HbA1c: G6PD-Canton in
Chinese, G6PD-Kaiping in Chinese,18 G6PD-Viangchan in
Malays,26 and none in Indians. These three variants are
specific to Asians and monomorphic in other ancestries.
Prevailing diagnostic thresholds for HbA1c are conservative relative to FG.2 Our findings suggest that the diagnostic
sensitivity of HbA1c for diabetes or pre-diabetes is likely
poorer in carriers of these G6PD variants than non-carriers,
supporting the use of FG over HbA1c for diabetes screening
of individuals with known G6PD deficiency. We recognize
that not every country with G6PD deficiency has universal
screening for the disease. In countries without universal
screening, asymptomatic carriers are unlikely aware of
their carrier status. Moreover, despite HbA1c having
several advantages compared with FG (eg, measurement
in the non-fasting state, capturing of overall glycemia, and
lower biological variability), NGSP-certified HbA1c testing
may not be readily accessible in some parts of the world
and is generally more costly more than glucose measurements. Thus, the use of both FG and HbA1c in combination for diabetes diagnosis is paramount in individuals with
unknown carrier status, especially when screening ethnically diverse populations that include people with African,
Arabian or Asian ancestry.
We observed a slightly lower than expected effect in
females (sex heterogeneity pCanton=0.00051, pKaiping=0.071).
In an additive model, we would have expected the difference in HbA1c between hemizygous males and those
without the variant to be double the difference between
heterozygous females and those without the variant due
to random X inactivation. Heterogeneity of genetic
effects by sex could be due to X linked dosage compensation or skewed inactivation in heterozygous females.30
It is also possible that females with one normal copy of
the gene maintain adequate enzymatic activity and do
not have any or only have subclinical disease, in keeping
with an X linked recessive genetic disorder. Alternatively,
other non-glycemic factors (eg, iron status) could have
contributed to heterogeneity of effects by sex.
Our study has several strengths. This study represents
one of the largest genetic discovery efforts of HbA1c
for the X chromosome in multiethnic Asian ancestry.
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Singapore is a relatively young multiethnic country
with immigrants from China, India, and the Malaysia
and Indonesia archipelagos. While our study samples
are predominantly Chinese, and may not represent the
full complement of genetic effects on HbA1c in the
geographically diverse Asian populations, the association of these low-frequency G6PD variants with HbA1c
helped inform the unique genetic architecture of HbA1c
in individuals from EAS and SAS ancestries. These G6PD
variants likely cause clinically meaningful reductions in
HbA1c, highlighting the potential impact of genetics on
the diagnostic classification of diabetes by HbA1c.
We acknowledge limitations. We did not distinguish
type 1 and type 2 diabetes, though HbA1c is used to estimate glycemia in both types of diabetes. As continuous
glucose monitoring data were not available, we were
unable to estimate the concordance between measured
HbA1c and HbA1c estimated from continuous glucose
monitoring average glucose.31 32 Nevertheless, continuous glucose monitoring is not routinely used to detect
pre-
diabetes or diabetes, and so comparing the diagnostic classification by HbA1c to FG is more aligned with
current screening practices. As we did not have measures
of G6PD enzymatic activity or other blood traits in our
study, we were unable to formally test for mediating
mechanisms underlying the relationship between G6PD-
Canton and G6PD-
Kaiping with HbA1c. Nevertheless,
both of these G6PD variants have been previously classified by the WHO as class II variants that cause severe
G6PD deficiency (<10% residual enzymatic levels and
intermittent hemolysis), in keeping with shortened erythrocytic life span as the mechanism involved in lowering
HbA1c.9 10 29 33 While we were able to demonstrate the
effect of G6PD-Canton on reclassification of diabetes and
pre-diabetes status, larger samples are needed to perform
a similar analysis for G6PD-Kaiping. As this investigation
focused solely on the X chromosome, we recognize that
variation in the rest of the genome was not examined and
sequence data would have strengthened the discovery of
HbA1c-related variants in the low allele frequency spectrum, especially in these populations. The limited exome
sequence data in smaller sample set were either included
in the meta-analysis as independent samples or used to
verify the ChrX imputation that we had undertaken using
array genotypes. However, previously reported HbA1c-
associated loci in Asian ancestry, alone or in combination, have effect sizes several times smaller than G6PD
variants, and likely play a much smaller role in the overall
contribution of genetics to underdiagnosis of diabetes by
HbA1c.
In addition to diagnostic testing, HbA1c is routinely
used in the management of diabetes to assess glycemic
control, disease progression, prediction of diabetes-
related complications, and response to treatment. We
posit that HbA1c remains a reasonable biomarker to
assess change in glycemia over time for both carriers and
non-carriers. However, in a treat-to-A1C-target paradigm,
physicians may be falsely reassured by low HbA1c values
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2020;8:e001091. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2019-001091

and undertreat or delay treatment escalation in carriers.
These carriers may have higher overall glycemia and
higher rates of diabetes-related complications compared
with non-carriers. We note that the HbA1c-lowering effect
of G6PD-Canton variant seemed to increase with higher
FG within the non-diabetic range in men, implying that
the HbA1c-lowering effect of variant could be greater in
the diabetic range. Considering the small sample size, this
association needs to be interpreted with caution. Future
work could focus on replicating this finding in independent samples with both sexes. Further research is also
required to determine whether genetic effects of G6PD
variants on HbA1c are larger in people with diabetes, and
whether rates of diabetes-related complications, delayed
diagnoses or undertreatment differ by genotype in real-
world clinical settings.
In this study, we identified low-frequency Asian-specific
G6PD variants associated with non-glycemic reductions
in HbA1c. Carriers of these G6PD variants could have
delayed diagnosis or underdetection of diabetes. Given
the genetic diversity of G6PD variants globally, and the
growing use of HbA1c as a diagnostic test worldwide, individual G6PD genotype could be considered in precision
medicine approaches to diabetes screening in ethnically
diverse populations, even if the proportion of affected
individuals is small. Both HbA1c and FG ought to be used
in combination for diabetes diagnosis in carriers of these
G6PD variants to avoid potential disparities in care.
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